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Abstract: Conventional wearable sensors are mainly used to detect the physiological and activity
information of individuals who wear them, but fail to perceive the information of the surrounding
environment. This paper presents a wearable thermal sensing system to detect and perceive
the information of surrounding human subjects. The proposed system is developed based on a
pyroelectric infrared sensor. Such a sensor system aims to provide surrounding information to
blind people and people with weak visual capability to help them adapt to the environment and
avoid collision. In order to achieve this goal, a low-cost, low-data-throughput binary sampling and
analyzing scheme is proposed. We also developed a conditioning sensing circuit with a low-noise
signal amplifier and programmable system on chip (PSoC) to adjust the amplification gain. Three
statistical features in information space are extracted to recognize static humans and human scenarios
in indoor environments. The results demonstrate that the proposed wearable thermal sensing
system and binary statistical analysis method are efficient in static human detection and human
scenario perception.
Keywords: static human detection; human scenario recognition; wearable PIR sensing; binary
statistical information analysis
1. Introduction
Human scenario recognition has been highly investigated due to its applications in security,
surveillance, health-care, smart house, energy efficient control, etc. “Human scenarios” refers to the
number of humans, human status, and human interactions. Conventional approaches to human
scenario recognition employ video cameras, since video cameras can capture rich visible information
of humans and environments [1–3]. However, video cameras usually have the challenges of processing
a large volume of data and associate data for multiple targets. In addition, video cameras are highly
affected by illumination conditions.
In comparison, wireless sensors-based human scenario recognition systems have become more
popular due to their low computational complexity and robustness to various environmental
conditions. Thermal, pressure, and laser sensors are the typical ones for wireless sensor-based human
scenario recognition systems [4–6]. Among them, pyroelectric infrared (PIR) sensors are the most
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commercialized and widely applied in human detection, human tracking and identification, human
scenario recognition, etc. PIR sensors are widely used in human sensing due to the advantages
of (1) fitting the wave range of human thermal radiations; (2) measuring targets at a distance;
(3) tolerating severe environmental conditions and cosmetic conditions.
Many researchers are conducting human sensing research with PIR sensors. People counting is
an important element in human scenario recognition; using distributed PIR sensors, it is feasible to
achieve this goal [7]. Lu has developed an efficient space-coding-based method for indoor human
localization and tracking with wireless PIR sensors [8]. PIR sensor arrays are developed for human
movement direction detection [9,10]. In our previous work [11], we presented a distributed PIR sensor
network for moving human subject detection and human scenario recognition.
Although PIR sensors have good performance in human scenario recognition, their weakness is
that PIR sensors can only detect mobile humans, but not static humans. In the applications of human
tracking, human gait identification, and human scenario recognition, they all require mobile targets,
since PIR sensors are only able to detect the movement of thermal radiations. Obviously, this mode
of PIR sensor is not appropriate to recognize scenarios containing static humans. Therefore, in this
work, we design a wearable PIR sensing system to actively detect humans. Since the PIR sensors are
wearable, when the user swings arms, the movement of the PIR sensors can generate detection signals.
Thus, to generate relative movement to be able to detect static targets. This wearable PIR sensing
system has the following advantages:
(1) It is able to detect static targets.
(2) It is portable with users.
(3) It is highly useful to blind people and disabled people with visual problems for the perception
of surrounding human scenarios.
2. System Setup
2.1. PIR Sensor Circuit Design
In order to deliver a small-size wearable device but maintain sufficient information acquisition
capabilities, we assemble two PIR sensors on our designed sensor circuit board, as shown in Figure 1a.
In our sensor circuit design, we employ an amplifier to amplify the PIR signal within a certain
bandwidth. A programmable system on chip (PSoC) works on the analog signal to perform as a sine
filter and binary signal generator. The other major components on the circuit board include a mote
interface, AD5241, and programming interface, as shown in Figure 1b.
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Wearable pyroelectric infrared (PIR) sensing circuit board. (a) front; (b) back. PSoC:
programmable system on chip.
2.2. Wearable Sensor Node Design
In our wearable sensor node design, two PIR sensors are assembled and distributed along a vertical
orientation to be able to capture the spatial geometrical information of targets to be captured. Naked
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sensors are only able to form a single detection, while single detection cannot capture rich information.
Instead, a Fresnel lens was adopted in our sensing module design to enable multiplex sensing. Coded
masks (Figure 2a) were also developed to form different detection patterns. Fresnel lenses have been
widely used in PIR sensing systems [12], and coded masks have been developed for a couple of our
previous projects on human sensing with PIR sensors [13,14]. Integrating all these elements together,
the designed sensing module is able to do multiplex sensing with various detection patterns. The sensor
node is shown in Figure 3.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Coded mask for wearable PIR sensor; (b) Iris wireless sensor mote.
Figure 3. Wearable pyroelectric infrared sensor node.
In order to ensure a certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a programmable system on chip (PSoC)
was integrated in the sensing board. The PSoC reads the ADC data and enables the sensor node to
change the amplification gains when the target’s distance is changing. Furthermore, a binary generator
is created in the PSoC of our wearable sensor node. Then, the output of our sensor node is a binary
signal. Compared to binarizing the analog signals at the computation end, our scheme can reduce
errors resulting from data lost during transmission. The system diagram of the wearable sensor node
is shown in Figure 4. We also designed two thin slots on the case of the sensor node so that a band can
be placed across through the sensor node.
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Figure 4. System diagram of the wearable PIR sensor node.
2.3. Wireless Platform
The wireless communication platform is based on MEMSIC Iris sensor mote and TinyOS. Iris is
a 2.4 GHz mote model specially signed for low-power embedded sensor systems (see Figure 2b).
It integrates a transceiver with IEEE 802.15.4 wireless communication protocol. Iris was connected
with our sensor circuit through the 51 pins interface. Through TinyOS, we can receive the data from
the sensor circuit and send the data to the computing unit.
2.4. Active Sensing Protocol
The PIR sensor is a kind of thermal sensor which is able to detect the movement of a heat source.
As the most general heat source in indoor environments, humans with motion can be detected by PIR
sensors. However, this sensor cannot detect static human subjects. We call this sensing mode “passive
sensing”, since the sensor itself is passively triggered by moving subjects.
On the contrary, with wearable sensing techniques, the PIR sensor is able to move with human
limbs, thus generating relative movement to detect static subjects. In this mode, the sensor is able to
actively generate detection signals, so it is called “active sensing”. Such an active sensing mode is very
useful in many applications, especially for blind people or people who have weak visibility to detect
other people and perceive the surrounding environment.
3. Wearable PIR Sensing and Statistical Feature Extraction
3.1. Wearable PIR Sensing for Static Targets
With wearable PIR sensors, the user is able to detect both dynamic and static targets. For
the detection of static targets, the user can wave their arms to generate relative movement, thus
generating detection signals. In order to further recognize the category of static targets, we propose
the measurement of the information of static targets in both horizontal and vertical directions. This is
achieved by waving arms left, right, up, and down, as shown in Figure 5. In this way, the size, shape,
and orientation information of the target can be covered and captured.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5. (a) Swing left; (b) Swing right; (c) Swing up; (d) Swing down.
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3.2. Wearable PIR Sensing for Scenario Perception
In an indoor environment, the situations of human subjects are very important information for
surveillance, security, and perception. For blind people and people with weak visual capabilities,
this information is more useful for use in perceiving surrounding human scenarios. Human scenarios
contain a number of humans and their interactions. In this paper, we mainly focus on the number
of humans information, but not interactions. Static human subjects are more difficult to detect than
moving ones. This is not only because of the detection principle of PIR sensors, but also because of the
natural feature of static state. More specifically, when two human subjects are standing or sitting close
to talk or work, there must be one line that can cross both of them. Then, if the sensor node is also on
the same line, from the perspective of the sensor, there is only one subject. In other words, one subject
is occluded by the other. This phenomenon will result in a false alarm. To overcome this problem,
we propose a three-dimensional (3D) detection method. In addition to swinging the wearable sensor
left, right, up, and down, we add another dimension: back and forth. This is achieved by turning
around a certain degree, then the left and right wave in the new coordinate can generate a partial back
and forth wave in the original measured coordinates. Another method is to use a data fusion scheme
to combine the sensing signals from two locations to implement recognition. The advantage is that
sensing from two locations is equal to detecting from two angles. Even if there is an occlusion in one
detection angle, in the other one, both targets can be seen.
3.3. Buffon’s Needle-Based Target Detection
The sensing principle of PIR sensors is that when human subjects walk through the field of view
(FOV) of a sensor, the intersection of human subjects and radiation beams will trigger the detection.
Such a detection process could be described by a Buffon’s Needle model. Accordingly, the moving
human subjects could be regarded as needles, and the detection beams are the lines. Furthermore,
as we know, Buffon’s Needle theory deals with intersection and nonintersection issues and their
possibilities; apparently, it is a binary problem. Hence, it perfectly matches with the proposed binary
sampling structure. Based on Buffon’s Needle theory, when a human subject’s moving direction is
orthogonal to the direction of detection beams, the detection probability can be represented as [15]
p(l, θ) =
l
d
× 1− cosθ
θ
(1)
where l is the length of waving arms of human subjects, d is the distance between two detection beams,
and θ is the angle of the waving arms.
As for static targets, it is more challenging. Instead of keeping the wrist with the sensor node
static, the user has to wave her/his wrist to generate relative movement. Such a movement can be
regarded as the relative movement of static human subjects to the sensor node. For such cases, the
detection probability will be
p(l, θ, α) =
l
d
× f (θ, α). (2)
To be noted that although the mathematical representation of static target cases is the same as that of
dynamic target cases, both l and θ have different physical meanings. Here, l is the length of waving
arms of users other than human subjects, and θ is the waving angle of users which can be regarded
as the relative waving angle of human subjects. α is the angle between the planes of the sensor node
and the human subject. As the practical detection beams are not lines but rather thin strips, the width
of these strips should also be taken into account. If a thin strip is regarded as the combination of
multiple lines, then the case converts to have a longer waving arms l + w θ1−cosθ , but with a single line.
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Accordingly, the distance between detection beams becomes longer—it should be d+ w. Then, the
detection probability could be represented by
p(l, θ) =
l
d+ w
× 1− cosθ
θ
+
w
d+ w
(3)
3.4. Target Feature Extraction
3.4.1. Probability of Intersection Process
With the Buffon Needle-based detection model, we can estimate any variable in the detection
probability equation with the other variables known. In the actual experiments, usually intersections
occur not for just a moment, but last for seconds. Therefore, we prefer to call it an intersection process.
Basically, there are three phases in an intersection process: start, duration, and finish. The data patterns
describe these three phases are (01), (11), and (10), respectively. In order to extract features of the whole
intersection process, we analyze the second-order statistical information of each binary stream. In
general, a weight should be assigned to each data stream. Denoting wi as the weight of the ith data
stream and pI as the probability of the intersection process, we can get
pI =∑
i
wi(pi01 + p
i
11 + p
i
10), s.t.∑
i
wi = 1, (4)
when all sensors are under normal condition, they should have the same weight. As for our case,
when both sensors work normally, we have w1 = w2 = 0.5. The probability of an intersection process
is a significant feature to classify scenarios, since it describes the times and durations of thermal
sources detection.
3.4.2. Temporal Statistical Feature
Temporal features represent the transition of thermal sources in the temporal domain. In particular,
the temporal transition of thermal sources relates to the gesture/posture, action, and movement velocity
of thermal sources in a horizontal orientation (temporal domain). Such transitions can be reflected
from the pattern changes of adjacent bits along the data streams. By regarding the two-bit streams as a
one-bit stream, the adjacent two bits will be one sample of a bivariate Bernoulli distribution. Denoting
the bivariate Bernoulli random variables as Y1,Y2—which takes values from (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), and (1,1)
in Cartesian space—its probability density function can be represented by
pt(y1, y2) = p
t(1−y1)(1−y2)
00 p
t(1−y1)y2
01 p
t(y1)(1−y2)
10 p
t(y1y2)
11
=
1
∏
i=0
1
∏
j=0
p
tyij
ij (5)
where y00 = (1− y1)(1− y2), y01 = (1− y1)y2, y10 = y1(1− y2), and y11 = y1y2. ptij is the joint
probability and i, j ∈ {0, 1} . Then, the covariance of the bivariate Bernoulli distribution can be
represented by joint probabilities as
cov(Y1,Y2) = σ = pt11p
t
00 − pt10pt01. (6)
Hence, the correlation of bivariate Bernoulli variables is
ρ =
σ√
pt0∗pt1∗p
t∗0pt∗1
(7)
where pti∗ and p
t
∗j are the marginal probabilities.
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3.4.3. Spacial Statistical Feature
“Spacial feature” represents the geometric information of thermal sources in the spacial domain,
such as shape, length, size, etc. Conventional single sensor architecture without geometry cannot
capture the spacial information of thermal sources. In comparison, in our sensor node architecture,
two sensors are coupled with a certain geometry and distributed along the vertical orientation (spacial
domain). Combined with different coded mask patterns, such an architecture is able to capture the
spacial information of thermal sources. As the sensory data is a two-bit stream, the spacial feature
can be represented by the similarity of these two binary random variables. The Jaccard coefficient is
the appropriate option here to measure the similarity of two binary random variables, and it can be
interpreted as the proportion of 1s shared by the variables in the same position.
Sjac =
ps11
ps11 + p
s
10 + p
s
01
(8)
where [ps11, p
s
10, p
s
01] are the joint probabilities of two binary random variables in spatial domain.
4. Experiment and Evaluation
4.1. Experiment Setup
For an indoor environment, scenes may consist of both mobile and static human subjects. The goal
of this paper is to develop and present an active sensing system via PIR sensor that is able to detect static
human subjects and recognize human subjects with different status and scenarios. The experiment
setup is shown in Figure 6. The experiments are implemented in a 2.5 m × 2.5 m area. This area is an
open area specially reserved for human sensing experiments. In the experiments, a user wearing the
proposed PIR sensor node detects human subjects at the border of the experimental area. The static
human subjects are arranged in the experimental area with standing and sitting status. The sensing
frequency of the proposed PIR sensor node is 8 Hz. The first goal is to detect and recognize the static
human subjects with different status. We then further investigate different scenarios of static human
subjects. In this paper, we simplify the scenarios to be scenes with different numbers of human subjects.
Since the experimental setup is simple and there are no complicated components involved, the number
of subjects basically distinguishes the different scenarios. In order to better describe the performance
of the proposed system, we applied two classifiers here to demonstrate recognition accuracy. These
two classifiers are k-centroid and k-nearest neighbors. They are selected here because they are practical
and efficient for multi-dimension multi-class classification applications.
(a) (b)
Figure 6. Experiment setup.
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4.2. Static Human Subject Recognition
Static human subjects can be detected by using the proposed wearable PIR sensing system.
Figure 7 shows the binary signals of one static subject and two static subjects cases, respectively.
The results of static human recognition are shown in Figure 8. Standing and sitting static subjects
are successfully distinguished because of their different sizes and shapes. When people are sitting,
their sizes become smaller than that of standing cases. Then, sitting human subjects have a smaller
intersection probability PI than standing human subjects. In addition, since their shapes become
simpler, they have higher temporal correlation ρ. Table 1 shows the static human subject status
recognition performance of the proposed wearable thermal sensing system. As shown in this table,
the knn classifier achieved a better recognition result. Its accuracy on status recognition was higher
than 90%. With respect to the static subjects in the same status, they could also be distinguished, as
long as they were various in size, shape, or weight.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Binary signals of static human subjects with wearable PIR sensor. (a) One subject;
(b) Two subjects.
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
0
0.5
1
pIρ
S j
ac
Standing subject 1
Standing subject 2
Sitting subject 1
Sitting subject 2
TV
Laptop
Figure 8. Static human subjects and non-human thermal sources detection with wearable PIR sensor.
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Table 1. Static human subjects and non-human thermal sources recognition performance.
Classifier Standing Subject Sitting Subject Electrical Device Accuracy (%)
k-centroid 30/36 34/36 36/36 90.84
knn 33/36 33/36 36/36 94.44
Regarding the non-human thermal sources, we tested some electronic devices (e.g., TV, laptop)
and common objects in the indoor environment (e.g., chair, desk). We have shown the testing results
of the electronic devices in Figure 8. It can be seen that such thermal sources can be detected and
successfully classified due to their high temperatures and infrared radiations. Compared with human
subjects, such thermal sources have smaller and regular sizes; thus, they have smaller detection
probability, but higher temporal correlation ρ and spatial correlation Sjac. As for the other common
objects, since they have much lower temperature, their radiation is very weak and the proposed PIR
sensing system is not sensitive to their radiation wavelengths. Therefore, their signals are so weak
that we can neglect or regard them as noise. Table 1 also shows the recognition accuracy for electronic
devices. It can be seen that the accuracy was very high, and could achieve 100%. The reason is that
their shapes are regular and their radiation wavelengths are different from that of human subjects.
4.3. Human Scenario Recognition
Aside from the status information of human subjects, the number of humans is another element
describing human scenarios. Figure 9 shows the classification results for one human subject, two human
subjects with occlusion, two human subjects without occlusion, three human subjects, and four human
subjects scenarios. The scenarios with different numbers of humans can be recognized with high
accuracy, since the clusters of them are well separated. However, for the two subjects with occlusion
scenario, its cluster is mixed with the one subject scenario, and thus the recognition accuracy will
be lower. Table 2 shows the results of human scenario recognition. As we can see, the recognition
accuracy for two subjects without occlusion is the highest, since without occlusion, both subjects can
be completely detected. Furthermore, compared with cases with more subjects, the two subjects case
is simpler, and so the recognition accuracy is higher. That is why for three and four subjects cases,
the recognition accuracy is lower than for two subjects cases. PI represents the detection probability,
so it is higher for the three and four human subjects scenarios. It is easy to understand that with
more subjects, the thermal radiation is more, and there are more intersections between human subjects
and detection beams. In comparison, the temporal correlation ρ becomes lower when the number of
subjects is larger. This is because with different human subjects, the correlation is lower due to their
various shapes and sizes.
0
0.5
1
0.5
1
1.5
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
pIρ
S j
ac
One subject
Two subjects with occlusion
Two subjects without occlusion
Three subjects
Four subjects
Figure 9. Human scenarios recognition with wearable PIR sensor.
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Table 2. Human scenarios recognition performance.
Classifier One Sub Two Sub (Occlusion) Two Sub Three Sub Four Sub Accuracy (%)
k-centroid 27/36 24/36 36/36 35/36 35/36 87.22
knn 33/36 27/36 36/36 35/36 35/36 92.22
It is interesting to see that the simplest scenarios with one subject and two subjects (occlusion)
achieve the lowest recognition accuracy. It is only around 80%—much lower than the average accuracy
of 87.22%. Although knn method can improve the accuracy, it is still lower than other scenarios. This is
because the occlusion constrains the detection of both subjects in a certain scope. With occlusion,
two subjects could be regarded as only one subject in the sensor’s vision at a certain moment. So, the
sensor will be confused about one subject and two subjects with occlusion scenarios. Therefore, the
one subject scenario is affected by mis-classifying two subjects (occlusion) scenarios.
5. Conclusions
In this work, a wearable PIR thermal sensing system was proposed and developed. Compared
with conventional wearable sensing systems that focus on physiological information acquisition for
users by themselves, such a proposed PIR thermal sensing system is able to acquire surrounding
human scenario information. The experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed system
and method are effective in static human detection and human scenario recognition. The wearable PIR
sensing system is a good tool to assist blind people and disabled people with weak visual abilities in
their daily and social lives to perceive surrounding human scenarios and human activities. In future
work, the efficient detection method for occlusion cases will be further improved. The wearable PIR
sensor can also be combined with other wearable sensors to perform more applications.
Author Contributions: Qingquan Sun designed the mathematical model, proposed the method, and wrote major
part of the paper; Ju Shen and Haiyan Qiao developed the algorithms and wrote part of the paper; Xinlin Huang
and Fei Hu contributed tools and performed experiments; Chen Chen analyzed the data. All authors have read
and approved the final manuscript.
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